INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COOPERATION WITHIN THE CARPATHIAN EUROREGION IN THE SPHERE OF INTERSTATE REGIONAL MANAGEMENT

Problem definition. On its way to the integration with the European community Ukraine may use various strategies, means and tools that are being used both at national and regional levels. In the other case such processes are the best realized by the means of the European cooperation activation. Based on the fact that the Carpathian Euro region is a unique international formation as it first began its activity in the function of the territorial formation of a stated format in Ukraine and became the first international formation of the like type on the former Soviet Union post-socialist territory it may become a peculiar bridge between United Europe and Ukraine and so called testing plot of the regional integration into the Pan-European surrounding.

It is worth mentioning that the cooperation in its frames is being realized with due regard to many international regional administration peculiarities which provide well-balanced development and Euro region effective functioning, that is why brand new approaches dealing with the cooperation in the Carpathian Euro region format are in great demand today. Due to this fact the improvement of the Euro regional cooperation within the mentioned territorial structure is in relation to quality and effective international regional administration focused on the solving of existing problems in the administration field of the mentioned international formation and the providing the European aspirations realization of Ukraine by the means of building good neighbor policy within the Carpathian Euro region.

The latest research and publication analysis. The problem of the regional development and administration is covered in the works of V.Butova, T.Bezerkhniuk, Z.Herasymchuk, L.Zaytzeva, K.Zubkova, V.Keretznman, F.Kozhurin, A.Kruglashov, N.Mezhviediev, O.Obolensky, A.Remkheld,
S.Romaniuk, Z.Titenko, O.Topchiev. Moreover, the issue of the international regional administration has not been researched in the scholarly literature what identifies the actuality of the research topic.

**Task definition.** The purpose of the article is to search for the ways of cooperation effectiveness improvement within the Carpathian Euro region in the field of the international regional administration.

**Materials.** It is worth mentioning that within the territory of Ukraine the urgent issues requiring redouble attention in the context of the improvement of the Carpathian Euro region functioning are:

- The building of a new system of this international formation functioning;
- The change of the organizational and institutional, financial, personnel subcomponents on the ground of which the interrelations within the Euro regional formation are being realized;
- The implementation of the Euro regional principles on the ground of decentralization and subsidiary law what is especially urgent for the Ukrainian side;
- The formation of qualitatively new functional areas of the Euro regional cooperation.

**Conclusions.** Summing up the mentioned above one may draw a conclusion that the Carpathian Euro region that unites the frontier territories of the Central European countries-members of the EU must remain a polygon for building the cooperation mechanisms between the countries that are on different stages of European uniting processes. This fact requires in its turn the improvement of the relationships between the territories what is possible due to the qualitative international regional administration within the given territorial formation. Taking into the account the mentioned above orienting points and recommendations the new functioning system formation of the Carpathian Euro region has to take into account a new status of Ukraine in relation to the European Union and its eurointegration aspirations and promote the facilitation of the integration of our country into the European community.